
The final TOE summary 
 

The true and final TOE (Theory of Everything) must encompass EVERYTHING 

(physics, math, bioscience, consciousness, and more). This summary will show its 

framework and the connections (unifications). 

 

One, the First principle: the principle of essence 

 

 

The 1st manifestation:  

the time quanta,  

time quanta iteration (forming time hose, a FRACTAL),  

time hose spirals into a time-cone (4 spacetime dimensions + 7 inner 

dimensions). 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Two, the 2nd principle, the principle of creation: Ghost 

Rascal creates Order (material universe, including lives) 

from total randomness (nothingness).  



For Ghost rascal, see  (https://tienzen.livejournal.com/1026.html  or 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2014/02/ghost-rascal-conjecture-and-

ultimate.html ) 

 

 

 

Any structural (systematic) planed sabotages from the Ghost Rascal become the 

Order in the total randomness sea. 

 

https://tienzen.livejournal.com/1026.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2014/02/ghost-rascal-conjecture-and-ultimate.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2014/02/ghost-rascal-conjecture-and-ultimate.html


Three, manifestations: 

The 2nd order manifestations: 11-dimension universe, the 

expanding universe, and the emergent unified force 

(leads to the uncertainty principle). 

 

 

 

Every cross-section (cut at any given time-T), it needs 11 dimensions to identify. 

3 universal space dimension to identify the location of the cut related to the time-hose cone. 

3 spatial dimension to identify the POINT on the outside circle of the hose. 

3 spatial dimension to identify the POINT on the inside circle of the hose. 

1 dimension to identify the hollow space in the hose. 

1 dimension to identify the DIRECTION of this point points to. 

(3 + 3 + 3 + 1 + 1) = 11 



 

 

 

 



 

Four, the 3rd principle, Principle of confinement: to 

ensure any CREATION (by Ghost Rascal) cannot alter the 

previous creations at all levels. 

Part 1: it is ensured via the fractal process (the similarity processes): all 

expansions (or new creations) follow a defined scaling rule. 

Part 2: it is ensured via a double lock (some nature constants). First lock: {C, light 

speed; h-bar, Planck constant}. Second lock: Alpha (electron fine structure 

constant}. 

This principle governs the evolution of the universe. 

 

The Unified force equation can be rewritten as: 

                       XYZ = C;    (a non- singular cubic polynomial)  

           {X = delta T, Y = delta S, Z = F (force), C = a constant) 

The phase diagram for the solution of a cubic polynomial is a FRACTAL 

(representation for the iteration of the time quanta and as the manifestation of 

the 3rd principle). 

 

The creation and confinement are the two sides of the same 

Ghost Rascal coin. Ghost Rascal is an order creation agent while 

cannot change the essence (the total randomness 

/nothingness). Furthermore, all creations are confined via a 

scaling principle (the fractal), the principle of evolution. 

That is, the unified force (expressed as fractal) is the governing force for the 

evolution of the universe: baryongenesis, dark energy and dark matter. 

 



 

 

The 3rd order manifestations: fractal, elliptic curves, and 

torus (7 color/dimension representation) 

Elliptic curve is a subset of the non- singular cubic polynomial. 

 

 



 

 

 

Torus is a subset of elliptic curves. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Five, the 4th principle: the principle of individuality, each 

creation is distinguishable from all others. 

That is, every creation (spacetime act) must be uniquely tagged (identified, such 

as with quantum numbers).  



This principle is the base for the rising of high-level consciousness, the principle of 

consciousness. This tagging is also the base for entropy. 

This principle is implemented via the torus 7 color theorem, being able to 

uniquely tag infinite uncountable torus with 7 colors. 

That is, all creations (quarks, lives, math, etc.) must be a torus in essence, or 

describable with torus language. 

This manifests as entropy and CC (Cosmological Constant). 

 

In fact, quarks and leptons are described with 7-color LANGUAGE. 

 

 

 



 

 

This prequark representation (7-color language) is derived directly via the time 

quanta (encompassing 4-time dimensions, the equation zero). 

 



 

 

 

Numbers and lives are also described with 7-color languages. 

 



 

 

 

 



The 4th order manifestations: quantum gravity/fermion 

spin,  

 

 

 



 

 

In this quantum gravity, one end of EVERY fermion (G-string) is tied to a fixed 

(ghost) point while the free end rotates around that point. That is, the fermion 

quantum spin (1/2) is the consequence of this quantum gravity. 

 



 

 

The fermion spin (1/2) is the consequence of the quantum gravity (when the disc 

in the graph above reduces to a point, the ghost point), and this fermion spin can 

also be viewed as a particle bouncing between the ghost point and the material 

universe. 



 

 

 

 



 

The 5th order of manifestations: creation of order 

(material universe, lives, math, nature constants, etc.). 

 

 

 



 

The calculation of this CC is totally based on the 4th principle; every creation 

(spacetime act) is uniquely identified. 

 

 

 

Nature constants is the part 2 of the 3rd principle: the 

principle of confinement/evolution, as the locks. 



 

 

 

 

More info, see {dawn of the new HEP 

era} 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com

/2020/04/dawn-of-the-new-hep-era.pdf  
 

The biocomputer (below) is the direct consequence of the Prequark structure and 

the Ghost Rascal process. 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/dawn-of-the-new-hep-era.pdf
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/dawn-of-the-new-hep-era.pdf


 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The connections among {unified force, cubic polynomials, fractals, elliptic curves, 

torus} form the base for a final unification (including physics, math, bioscience, 

consciousness, etc.). 

The connection between the gravity (the simultaneity and instantaneity} and 

quantum-ness (spin ½) shows that the unification between the two. 

Furthermore, these 4 principles are essentially equivalent; in essence, nothing is 

created. 

 



 

 

 

When one side is preserved, all 3 other sides are preserved. 

Side 1: creation (Ghost Rascal), also the base for a biocomputer. 

Side 2: confinement (unified force equation/fractal), also the governing force for 

the universe evolution (nature constants, baryongenesis, dark energy, and dark 

matter). 

Side 3: individuality of each spacetime act (entropy, CC, and the base for the high-

level consciousness) 

Yet, these 3 sides do not alter the essence (the base) for being total 

randomness/nothingness AT any giving point of T (time quantum). 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


